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Gravity Control Technologies 

Phase I - Unmanned Prototype 
 

 

 

Development of the Type I unmanned craft started in September of 2001.  

The shape of the vessel -- just like all other crafts in GCT's range of products -- emerged from the 

propulsion system's characteristics and are not the result of "imitating" craft reported in the so-called 

"UFO" phenomena. 

 

The field geometry of the propulsion system and the hardware required to generate the field require 

"spin symmetric structures", for which a saucer shape was found to be the most optimal.  The design 

also lends itself to optimal payload capacity. 

 

The goals of the unmanned prototype are: 

1. Develop proper flight control hardware  

2. Develop proper power sources  

3. Test gravity control engine in flight  

4. Develop communications system  

5. Implement the "Mars 1 Challenge"  

6. Use experience learned from this prototype to implement Hull Wide Propulsion Assembly for 

the manned prototype in Phase II 
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Faceplates (2) 

 

Used to cover the upper and lower payload bays. 

 

The upper and lower faceplates primarily function is to cover instrumentation located in the upper 

and lower payload bays. 

 

In the standard configuration, a centrally-placed small window gives line of sight to the upper and 

lower imaging cameras.  It is also possible to implement the faceplates with an open 

arrangement, in which case the whole of the payload bay is exposed, giving full line-of-sight to 

imaging and analytical instruments located within. 

 

The upper and lower faceplates are each secured to the upper and lower payload body respectively 

by 30 stainless steel tie down bolts. 

 

Aluminum alloy 

 

Upper Payload 

 

Scientific instruments cluster for planetary and astronomical observations. 

 

Standardized rack mounted set of instruments used for scientific work.  The upper payload bay can 

be configured to accommodate different instrument varieties as illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

The upper payload bay has room for: 

● 4 different, quarter-bay sized instruments plus a centrally-located imaging camera (2-1) 

● a half-bay sized instrument, 2 quarter-bay sized instruments, plus the imaging camera (2-2) 

● 2 half-bay sized instruments (2-3) 

● a ¾-bay sized instrument, a quarter-bay sized instrument, plus the imaging camera. (2-4)  

● full-bay sized instrument plus the imaging camera (2-5) 

● full-bay sized instrument with no imaging camera (2-6) 

 

Each quarter-sized instrument bay has full power and communications hookups.  Instruments can 

range from atmospheric sensors to particle detection instruments to full spectrum analytical 

capabilities. 

 

MATERIAL - Instrument specific.  The racks are constructed from stainless steel. 

 

Upper Payload Body 

 

External cover for propulsion assembly. 

 

The Upper Payload Body provides external cover for the propulsion assembly.  Anchored to the 

main body by 90 stainless steel crews, it also houses the upper payload bay, which can be 

configured with a variety of different instruments. 

 

One-piece aluminum alloy. 
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Propulsion System 

 

Responsible for providing propulsive force for craft.  Based on revolutionary technology being 

developed by Gravity Control Technologies utilizing monatomic superconductor's interaction 

with the Zero-Point Energy Field. 

 

2 propulsion system varieties will be tested.  One system is based on powdered superconductors.  

And the other in which superconductivity is achieved through plasma field interactions. 

 

Stainless steel casing containing superconductor manifolds.  Self-contained unit that is field 

replaceable. 

 

Main Body 

 

Main structural component of craft. 

 

The main body fulfills several different functions. 

 

First, it houses the propulsion system responsible for craft movement. 

 

It also provides room for power systems, communications system, flight control hardware, 

computer system, and data storage subsystems. 

 

It further defines the circular, saucer shape of the craft. 

 

The main body was designed for future accommodation of Hull Wide Propulsion System Assembly 

components, where the actual propulsion mechanism is implemented in the outer hull of the 

craft.  The external casing itself will provide the propulsive means for travel. 

 

One-piece aluminum alloy 

 

Lower Payload 

 

Scientific instruments cluster for planetary and astronomical observations. 

 

Standardized rack mounted set of instruments used for scientific work.  The lower payload bay can 

be configured to accommodate different instrument varieties as illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

The lower payload bay has room for: 

 

● 4 different quarter-bay sized instruments plus a centrally located imaging camera (2-1) 

● a half-bay sized instrument, 2 quarter-bay sized instruments, plus the imaging camera (2-2) 

● 2 half-bay sized instruments (2-3) 

● a ¾-bay sized instrument, a quarter bay sized instrument, plus the imaging camera. (2-4) 

● full-bay sized instrument plus the imaging camera (2-5) 

● full-bay sized instrument with no imaging camera (2-6) 

 

Each quarter-sized instrument bay has full power and communications hookups.  Instruments can 

range from atmospheric sensors to particle detection instruments to full spectrum analytical 

capabilities. 
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Alternatively, the lower payload bay can also be configured to support an autonomous rover capable 

of on planet surface excursions, as in the case of the unmanned craft being developed for our 

"Mars 1 Challenge". 

 

Instrument specific.  The racks are constructed from stainless steel. 

 

Tie-Down Bolts 

 

Tie-down bolts are used to secure the unmanned prototype's various components together 

 

The tie-down bolts anchor the 2 main body components (upper payload body and main body) of the 

unmanned prototype together.  Tie-down bolts also secure the two faceplates (upper and lower) 

which provide quick access to the payload bays. 

 

Stainless steel 

 

QUANTITY 

Upper Faceplate: 30 

Lower Faceplate: 30 

Upper Payload Body: 90 
 

 

RESEARCH 
 

Research work focuses on 5 different areas, each essential to unmanned and -- later on -- manned 

craft operations: 

● monatomic, high-spin, superdeformed, temperature-independent superconductor 

● power systems 

● propulsion system 

● communications system 

● flight control systems 

 

Central processing/data storage and scientific instrumentation will be implemented with "off-the-

shelf" hardware components.  Research work consists of: 

 

1. Develop proper power solutions for craft operational requirements based on the controlled 

interaction of self-induced plasma fields with the Zero-Point Energy Field.  Utilize developed 

power source to provide energy to all onboard system components.  Develop superconductor 

based storage medium for emergency power requirements. 

 

2. Research temperature independent superconductors for power systems integration, emergency 

energy storage systems, and Hull Wide Propulsion System utilization. 

 

3. Research main propulsion system based on the interaction of temperature independent, high-spin 

monatomic superconductors with the ZPE field.  Utilize this interaction to generate self-

sustaining, autonomous gravitational field for the craft.  Research most appropriate 

implementation type of propulsion system base either on mercury plasma generators or 

propulsion elements based on spacecraft hull integrated monatomic superconductors. 

 

4. Research non-RF transmitted communications system based on the interaction of plasma fields 

with the Zero-Point Field.  Utilize the superconducting properties of both medium to relay 
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frequenc-tuned massages between a transmitter and a receiver through the ZPE field's 

ambiguous, distance independent instant relay capabilities. 

 

5. Research proper flight control hardware for craft maneuvering and control.  Integrate flight 

control hardware with non-RF based communications technology to provide real time 

telemetry between craft and Earth-based controller during "Mars 1 Challenge" operations.  

 

6. Research appropriate methods for introducing Hull Wide Propulsion System integration for next 

generation, manned crafts. 

 

 

ENGINEERING 
 

Engineering work will commence in several different categories.  The unmanned prototype will be 

used as a test bed for several key technologies which are essential for next generation products including 

all manned crafts.  Engineering will consist of: 

 

1. Engineer proper flight control hardware which can be implemented in both the unmanned and 

manned crafts with minimal modifications.  Utilization of "off-the-shelf" commercial 

components is sought to the largest extent possible.  Integrate these systems with custom 

developed solutions.  

 

2. Engineer proper communications system based on work accomplished in Communications 

Research.  It is believed that standard RF communications equipment will not provide a 

suitable solution for craft utilizing gravity control principles. 

 

3. Engineer internal communications and flight control means utilizing fiber optic data transmission.  

Integrate "off-the-shelf" computer components for onboard computer systems. 

 

4. Engineer and integrate propulsion system components based on superconducting layer technology 

as developed during propulsion system research.  Engineer system to be self contained and 

easily transplantable to other vessels. 

 

5. Engineer and integrate superconducting power sources based on results obtained from energy 

research.  Keep scaleability of developed solution in mind for future utilization in manned 

vessels. 

 

6. Engineer craft shell around the requirements of propulsion system utilizing commercially 

available lightweight, high-strength materials. 

 

 

CONSTRUCTION 
 

Construction will be accomplished at our custom-built facilities specially designed to serve as the 

development, research, engineering, and construction complex for both the unmanned and manned 

prototypes. 

 

All elements of the unmanned prototype will be manufactured on site.  4 fully-equipped machine 

shops with CNC manufacturing equipment can meet any part production requirements.  Assembly of 
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subsections can be accomplished in any of 3 "clean room" facilities, with final assembly taking place 

either in the central great bay or a smaller bay dedicated to unmanned craft development. 

 

The unmanned prototype's modular architecture is specially suited for rapid assembly and 

disassembly.  Instrumentation in both the upper and lower payload bays can be mission specifically 

configured.  Standard-sized instrument racks can house any number of scientific instruments which can 

be quickly exchanged.  Even the centrally located, self-sustained propulsion system is exchangeable for 

newer generation models without any structural changes to the craft itself. 

 

All elements are aluminum alloy and stainless steel for long life expectancy. 

 

 

TESTING 
 

Testing of the unmanned prototype will be accomplished at the custom-built facilities of GCT. 

 

All system components will be thoroughly tested and evaluated before given flight status.  Given the 

modular structure of the prototype, components are required to operate independent and in unison with 

all other hardware elements. 

 

Flight tests are to be conducted at an old military airport no longer in use.  During these tests, all 

propulsion system components will be stressed to their limit.  Both atmospheric and outer space tests are 

called for.  Final propulsion system characteristics will be determined by these tests. 

 

A specially-constructed flight platform will allow for the testing of the propulsion systems' load 

bearing ability.  Various payloads both in size and weight will be attached to the system to evaluate how 

high and how fast they can be lifted by the different propulsion configurations.  These test will allow 

GCT engineers to properly size craft propulsion systems for different vessels, such as the manned 

prototype, the commercial airliner, and the space tourist. 

 

Propulsion system testing will be conducted on an ongoing basis for all GCT developed craft. 
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